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NEBO POPPY LANTERN AND SPOT LIGHT

Poppy is a combination 300 lumen C•O•B (Chip on Board) LED lantern 
and bright LED spot light. Poppy is the perfect light for indoor or outdoor 
use when versatility and powerful lighting are critical. With a rubberized 
impact-resistant body, Poppy is both rugged and soft to the touch. Poppy 
easily changes from spot light to lantern with just a slide of its top, reveal-
ing a full 360º C•O•B lantern. The handle is designed to easily adjust to 
conveniently serve both light modes. 4 Assorted Colors (Yellow, Dark 
Grey, Red, Green). Lantern color is shipped randomly.
 P/N 13-20219 ...........$24.99

SNOW BROOM

The SNO BRuM offers pilots a way to quickly sweep snow off aircraft 
wings and away from the user. Great for high wing aircraft.
The durable molded polyethylene foam head has been lab-tested for 
non-abrasiveness, freeze resistance, center load stress and durability to 
achieve the highest ratings in all tests. The oversized head (6” x 17”) is 
the largest snow remover available. The high-impact plastic face plate 
is recessed into the foam to prevent contact with the aircraft. The alu-
minum telescoping handle has special cold resistant nylon threads and 
extends from 27” to 46”. Also great for cars, trucks, SUV’s, and awnings. 
 P/N 13-04055 ...........$24.50

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT

G.I. AVIATION SURVIVAL 
FIRE STARTER

Magnesium shaving edge and sparking 
insert.  Government issue.
 P/N 14-02700 ...........$13.50

TINDER HOT BOX SOLAR FIRE
STARTER SURVIVAL KIT

The Tinder HOT Box Solar Fire Starter™ is a 
tinder storage box that can start a fire using 
solar energy, and the inside top cover is also 
a signal mirror! The Tinder HOT Box Solar Fire 
Starter™ is used to store fire starting tinder in 
the air/water tight tinder box portion of the unit 
that is sealed from the elements using an o-ring 
seal. This keeps the damp air/water out so your 

tinder always stays dry! The Tinder HOT Box Solar Fire Starter™ is also 
a solar powered fire starter. It is designed to function in any environment 
that will support life; the Tinder HOT Box Solar Fire Starter™ will literally 
function for as long as our Sun will shine and there is tinder to be found! 
As a matter of fact our Tinder Hot Box Solar Fire Starter will even function 
on other planets.  2.625 inches in diameter. .725 inches thick.  weighs 
only 4 oz.  can easily fit in your pocket. .......P/N 13-13091 ...........$39.95

ACR FIREFLY PRO SOLAS EMERGENCY 
DISTRESS STROBE LIGHT

The Firefly PRO emergency strobe light boasts 
a  light output power management system that 
produces over 41 candela of light per strobe for 
up to 56 hours of use with AA lithium batteries. 
Using wide light emission LEDs, it cuts through 
the foulest conditions creating a super-bright flash 
visible for over 3.5 miles. Replace lithium batteries 
every 5 years or before battery manufacturer 
expiry date. Lithium batteries are recommended. 
When it comes to saving lives, anything less than 
the best is not an option. The Firefly PRO rescue 
strobe lights are the brightest and most feature-
packed strobe lights on the market today. With 
three activation functions, toggle between the 
ultra-bright strobe or the SOS strobe to visually 
alert Search and Rescue of your location, then 
toggle to the Steady-On feature for close-up 
recovery operations. Specifications: • Size: 4.4 

x 2.2 x 1.2 inches / 11.7 x 5.7 x 2.8 cm • Weight: 2.39 oz (68 g) (without 
batteries) • Operation: Manual ON/OFF switch • Waterproof: Factory 
tested to 33 feet. (10 m) Lamp: LED - cool white • Strobe Intensity: 41 
Candela (Strobe) • Strobe Visibility: Over 3 miles • Strobe Flash Rate: 
60 P/M +/- • Strobe Operation: 56 hours • Certification: SOLAS, USCG, 
MED, IMO LSA, CE .....................................P/N 11-14786 ...........$74.95

E-A-R CLASSIC™ EAR
PLUGS WITH POLY BAG

• Slow-recovery foam helps ensure comfort 
and minimize pressure • Bright yellow color 
provides a quick visual compliance check
• Dermatologically safe foam is non-irritating, 
nonflammable, and moisture-resistant • NRR 
29dB • ANSI S3.19-1974; CSA Class AL
 P/N 9134 ............ $0.47/pair

ULTRAFIT™ EARPLUGS
WITH CARRYING CASE

• Patented, premolded, triple-flange design inserts 
easily. • No rolling or sizing needed to get a com-
fortable, protective fit. • Hypoallergenic polymer 
is washable and reusable. • Carrying case keeps 
plugs clean and accessible for re-use. • NRR 
25dB. • ANSI S3.19-1974; CSA Z94.2; CSA Class 
AL.............................P/N 13-02194 .............$2.22 

PRESSURE REGULATING 
EAR PLUGS FOR CHILDREN

EarPlanes are a patented pressure-regulating earplug 
inserted in the ear to help reduce discomfort often 
associated with air travel. They were developed by 
Cirrus Healthcare Products LLC in conjunction with 
the House Ear Institute in Los Angeles, and have been 
tested by US Navy aviators at the Miramar Naval Air 
Station in San Diego ........P/N 14-02837 .............$7.95

EZ FIT EAR PLUGS
WITH CORD

The E-Z Fit line of EAR plugs was designed spe-
cifically for smaller ear canals, providing comfort 
and a secure fit. The self-adjusting foam and bell 
shape allow for easy insertion and help to keep 
the earplug from shifting or dislodging.
 P/N 14-00051 .............$0.85

PERSONAL SIGNALING 
REFLECTOR

The “Automatic Personal Signaling 
Reflector” works continuously and auto-
matically 24-7, day and night. You can 
work on your shelter, gather food/water or 
rest if injured. Rescuers will not walk by 
you if you’re asleep or if you are unable to 
respond. The highly reflective silver-coated 
plastic works with Sunligh, Search Lights 
and Flashlights. It’s always working.
 P/N 13-08662 .............$9.70
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